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How much is your time worth?? And how much of it do you spend on trying to get other sites to link to

your site or searching out relevant blogs and posting comments just so you can get a link back to your

site one at a time? Dear Friend, How much is your time worth?? And how much of it do you spend on

trying to get other sites to link to your site or searching out relevant blogs and posting comments just so

you can get a link back to your site one at a time? What if you could automate all that? Imagine a tool that

would: Take in keywords you enter OR pull keywords from Google Sandbox or Overture. Use those

keywords to find relevant blogs on blogger.com. Automatically post your comments to those blogs,

including that all-important link back to your site. Skyrocket your link popularity! Sound too good to be

true? Well, Blog Link Generator actually does just that! Think about it. Everybody knows blogging has

surpassed e-zines and articles in terms of popularity. Blogs are where people go to get the real scoop on

whats going on in todays Internet world. And there are millions of blogs. What if you could get thousands

of blogs linking back to your site just by using Blog Link Generator to post your comments for you? Now

Im not talking about junk comments- Im talking real personal comments just like the ones you now post..

What do you think that would do for your site traffic$$$!!! So what do these automated messages look

like? Well, they include the keyword you used. They look like this: I just came across your blog about

**keyword** and wanted to drop you a note telling you how impressed I was with the information you have

posted here. I also have a web site & blog about **keyword** so I know Im talking about when I say your

site is top-notch! Keep up the great work, you are providing a great resource on the Internet here! The

second **keyword** token in the text above will contain a link back to your web site! Blog Link Generator

automatically replaced **keyword** with the list of keywords in the software that are revelant to your site!

Is that powerful or what! Running down blogs and posting to them can eat your time It could take you

hours a day to find relevant blogs and post a comment with a link. Not to mention the carpal tunnel

syndrome and eyestrain youll get. Ive been there. I used to spend, like, six hours a day getting keywords

from Google Sandbox and Overture, then hunting down blogs with those keywords, and posting

comments with a link back to my site. Then, I got an idea. I spent a week writing down how much time I
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spent doing all that blog stuff, then I looked at what my site was bringing in. Know what I was making per

hour? $10. Thats right, $10 an hour. I couldve made more working fast-food. At that point, I realized there

had to be a better wayI had to automate this process if I was ever going to make it pay off. My

requirements: I needed something that would automatically: 1. Take my keywords or keywords from

Google Sandbox or Overture. 2. Find blogs with those keywords. 3. Post a comment to those blogs that

includes the keyword. 4. Include a link back to my site in the post. 5. Increase the heck out of my site

traffic. So, in desperation, I called a software developer friend of mine. There had to be a better way. And

there was! (And no, I will not divulge his name. Ive got him working on a new project, and hes so good,

hed be stolen instantly.) After extensive research, he figured out what needed to happen and he went to

work. He developed the tool Blog Link Generator. It finds revelant keywords, finds the blogs, and then

posts a personal comment right from me! Each post contains links back to your site, so when the spiders

find the posts they love so, they also find YOUR SITE! The result? Your site gets listed WAY UP HIGH in

the search engines without you having to write a word of content! But dont take my word for it, heres what

customers from all over the country are saying about this unique Blog Link Generator: Melissa Pierce of

Tampa, Florida says: INCREDIBLE! Blog Link Generator is awesome. I used to dread sitting down to do

all that blog searching. Now Im cashing inmy site traffic doubled within a week. Ads are making money,

Ive got huge trafficits all good, really good! This testimonial is for example purposes only please add your

own customers testimonial and remove this line. David Crow of Santa Barbara, CA, says: Dude, your stuff

is the bomb! Blog Link Generator is the absolute, killer ap! My friends are so jealous, they think Im doing

something illegal. I just laugh and cash checks. You guys rock! This testimonial is for example purposes

only please add your own customers testimonial and remove this line. If You have always wanted to be

able to quit your day job and break into the Internet Marketing world Blog Link Generator is a great way to

do it! Grab this software now! Hey, I know you have your doubts, but think about this if you keep on just

slogging through blogs day after day and posting comments by brute force youll only succeed in getting

the same results. (Remember that $10 an hour?) Thats why I want to let you try out Blog Link Generator

completely and totally risk-free! (Ill tell you about my unique guarantee in a moment.) How Much Money

Could You Make From Having Thousands of Links Back to Your Site, Propelling You Up To The Top Of

The Search Engine Listings? $3,000 a month? $5,000? $10,000? Blog Link Generator is so easy to use,

its like having your very own money machine! You get: Ability to plug in keywords or get them from



Google Sandbox or Overture. 24/7 searching of bloggerfor relevant blogs Automated message posting

that contains your keywords Links back to your site get thousands of hits! FAST results how fast? Some

people have gotten into Google literally overnight! FAST results After Blog Link Generator makes your

post it sends that persons blog to Pingomatic automatically to make sure you link is picked up in record

time! Huge traffic increases the spiders find you, and you know what happens next. Its all good! Visitors

come, they click on the ads, Google AdSense sends you huge checks. Turbocharge your ranking very

soon youll notice a distinct boost in rankings, which will boost ad revenue! But dont take my word for it,

see what even more current customers are saying about Blog Link Generator : Place Your Customers

Testimonial Here- Customers Name - Sherwood, Oregon This testimonial is for example purposes only

please add your own customers testimonial and remove this line. Place Your Customers Testimonial

Here- Customers Name - Phoenix, AZ This testimonial is for example purposes only please add your own

customers testimonial and remove this line. Okay, So Whats Blog Link Generator Going to Cost You?

Well, what would you pay for something that could improve your hourly income from $10 to $50, $100, or

even $150? A LOT, right? If you asked a top programmer to produce an automated blog linker for you,

youd be charged in the neighborhood of $1,000 to $2,000, not including expenses. Even with a

conservative estimate, youre getting $1,000 of the very blogging tools at your disposal. But Im not going

to charge you that, or even my minimum project price. In fact, your total investment for Blog Link

Generator is only $147! So whats up? Why am I practically giving this incredible tool away? Well, its not

that complicated. Im a marketer at heart, and I know that the absolute best way, to sell anything is to get

a buzz going, which will help me build my email list! So Im selling Blog Link Generator a $1,000 value for

$147 for a limited time only! Once I create the buzz I want, and build my email list by a few thousand

more subscribers, Ill raise the price to a point where only the most serious of Internet marketers will be

able to afford it! When does the price increase? It could go up at anytime, so if you want to get in on this

incredible bargain, you need to ACT NOW! Enter your name and email address below and youll send you

the top 5 hot tips on how to make money Blog Link Generator today! Add Your Autoresponder form

information here or if you prefer not to collect email addresses just delete this box! If you need to signup

for your own autoresponder ClicKHere Be Sure You Remove ALL this Pink Text Before You Upload This

Sales Page. You will receive some great starter tips in a matter of seconds. So you can see what an

incredible way Blog Link Generator is to make a nice income from on the Internet! * Your information will



not be sold or disclosed to anyone. We respect your privacy * Order now for only $1.00 Since I know its

100 to your benefit to act right away, I want to sweeten the pot and give you every possible reason to say

YES today! If you respond immediately, youll also receive the following: Bonus #1: Reply Email

Automator - Full MASTER Reprint Rights We have only sold MASTER RIGHTS to REA to a handful of

people before so you will be one of the first to have master rights to this great product. This is a $197

value Bonus #2: CantMissThis.coms Amazing Popups - Three Months Free We have arranged a special

deal for you to be able to get three months free to the new amazing way to make sure your web site

visitors Cant Miss any message you wish to place in from of them! Get your 3 months free membership

now before its too late! This is a $14.95 per month value and you get 3 months FREE! Together these 2

free bonuses are worth more than triple your investment in Blog Link Generator -- but theyre all yours

absolutely free when you order by midnight today! 100 Risk-Free Guarantee: Worried? Dont be! Your

success in using Blog Link Generator is completely guaranteed. In fact, heres my 100

Better-Than-Risk-Free-Take-it-To-The-Bank Guarantee: I personally guarantee that if after a full 12

months, you honestly believe Blog Link Generator doesnt work for you, then let me know and Ill issue you

a prompt and courteous refund. Plus, the free bonus gifts are yours to keep regardless, just for your

trouble. Hey, it doesnt get much better than that! You get to try out Blog Link Generator at my risk, while

you see if it works for you or not. And if it doesnt produce, I honestly want you to ask for your money

back. And Ill let you keep the free bonus gifts as my way of thanking you for giving it a try. There is

absolutely no risk, whatsoever on your part. The burden to deliver is entirely on me. If you dont produce

the kind of links back and traffic that I have told you about above - then Im the loser, not you. Look at it

this way -- $1.00 is really a painless drop in the bucket to catapult your web site traffic beyond belief.

Thats why You Really Cant Afford Not To Invest In Blog Link Generator Its easy to get started right away.

Just click the order link below. And get yourself ready to spread your site and blog links all over the

Internet. Click here to order right now for only $1.00 ($147.00 value) Link the above image button to your

payment link and then delete this pink text. Be sure you send your customers to the thanksBLG.htm page

for their download after their sale is completed Sincerely, Instant Money Man P.S. Just think! Youll never

again suffer through the pain and hassle of spending hours blog-wrangling! Isnt that alone worth $1.00?

P.P.S Limited Number Of Reprint Rights Now Available! How would you like to grab Reprint Rights to this

incredible software and be able to start selling it as your own right now? We have a limited number of



reprint rights packages that are now available Click Here For Details On Reprint Rights!
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